Engineering Departmental Sessions

9:45 - 10:05 A.M. – Departmental Session I
10:20 - 10:40 A.M. – Departmental Session II
10:55 - 11:15 A.M. – Departmental Session III

Aerospace Engineering..........................................................MSC 2503
Biomedical Engineering......................................................MSC 2404
Chemical Engineering......................................................MSC 2406B
Civil Engineering............................................................MSC 2504
Computer Science & Engineering...............................MSC 2505
Electrical & Computer Engineering...............................MSC 2405
Engineering Technology........................................Rudder Tower 402
                             Electronic Systems & Manufacturing and Mechanical
Industrial Distribution..........................Rudder Tower 401
Industrial & Systems Engineering..................Rudder Tower 707
Mechanical Engineering..........................Rudder Tower 601
Nuclear Engineering / Radiological Health......Rudder Tower 504
Ocean Engineering........................................Rudder Tower 510
Petroleum Engineering........................................MSC 2406A

Texas A&M Engineering Academy at Blinn........Koldus Bldg. 111

Student admitted to the Texas A&M Engineering Academy at Blinn are required to attend this presentation during Departmental Session I.

7/10/14